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The only way to get through such a time is by working together as a team. The pressures on our team members
were unprecedented but they jumped in with courage, flexibility, and big hearts to rise to the many challenges. I
am proud that we continued to provide quality care in the face of a pandemic and racial unrest. 

As we move forward, we will work closely with funders to stress the need for additional financial support in all
our service areas, especially over the next 5-10 years. Thank you for being so supportive, for being on this
journey with us, and for the trust you have placed in us. 

Sincerely, 

Message from the President & CEO
Despite the many challenges our organization has experienced during the
COVID-19 pandemic, we remain focused on serving our community. It’s been a
time like no other, and our work in helping to heal our community has only just
begun. I believe we will see the negative effects for years to come, especially
for kids and families.

"Seven Counties Services never gave up on me and though it would take me
several through multiple programs, they allowed me the space and created the
safety that I needed to grow into the woman I am today. I am now 17 months

sober. I live on my own and get to be part of several different organizations in       
  support within this community. I also now get to work for

the same organization that helped save my life when I
couldn’t and wouldn’t.”

 
- From a former client named Anteshia



The volunteer program at Seven Counties Services was significantly impacted due to the COVID-19
pandemic. In-person volunteering was paused for health and safety reasons and we promoted virtual

opportunities with our volunteers such as writing cards of encouragement for staff and clients, collecting in-
kind items, and more. 
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